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Designed and developed in close partnership with World Champion shooters,
Olympic medal winners and professional hunters, the WX Detection line offers
premium quality and performance.

T

he history of the WX
Detection dates back to
2014 when Wiley X decided
to develop the ultimate
hunting and shooting eyewear.
Combining the best eyewear
features from the clay shooting
ranges and the hunting fields, the
development of the WX Detection
cultivated a close partnership with
world champion shooters, Olympic
medal winners and professional
hunters. After years of refining the
product, the WX Detection was
born.
One of the top shooters in the
World, Olympic medal winner,
Danish born Anders Golding
shared his involvement in the
process:
“I have had the great privilege of
working closely with the international
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R&D team at Wiley X to develop
the WX Detection line. The end
result needed to be high-end
eyewear for both clay shooting and
hunting that met ballistic standards,
while being light and comfortable
to wear. I’m proud of what we
achieved.”
The WX Detection is
designed with optimal features
for performance and comfort.
Temples are made with flexible
non-slip rubber tips melded over
an adjustable metal core, which
allows the user to customize their
perfect fit, with or without hearing
protection. And built up to 25%
lighter than other comparable
hunting glasses, the WX Detection
is ideal for extended wear.
World Skeet Champion and
current European Skeet Champion,

Jesper Hansen, was among several
World Champions to help guide
Wiley X in bringing the best
and safest hunting and shooting
eyewear to market. He also
shared his experience: “I had the
opportunity to share my experiences
and shooting expertise, as I have
been competing on the highest level
possible for years and am an avid
hunter. It has been a long, exciting
and educational process, and the
result has been well worth the
wait. These glasses are incredibly
light and extremely easy to adjust,
and the temples can be shaped to
match my face for a perfect fit. I’m
always hunting for the smallest
detail and advantage that will make
me a better shooter. I’m convinced
that with WX Detection we have
another champion.”
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WILEY X DETECTION OFFERS
THREE AND FIVE-LENS KITS:

Olympic Medal Winner Anders
Golding testing the final version
of WX Detection.

There are two three-lens kits –
yellow, orange and purple or copper,
clear and yellow. The five-lens kit
holds a yellow, orange, purple, copper
and clear lens. All are suitable for
EMEA markets.

CLEAR (VLT 89%)
MAXIMUM LIGHT TRANSMISSION.
PERFECT FOR INDOOR ACTIVITIES.

Offered in three- and fivelens kits, WX Detection lenses
are easily interchangeable due
to a quick release action lock for
rapid detachment of temples
and lenses. Featuring a T-Shell
premium scratch-resistant hard coat
(exterior) and Foil anti-fog coating
(interior), every lens is ballisticrated and shatterproof––meeting
the highest standards in protection
and optical clarity. Each lens in
the kit has a small adjustable nose
piece that allows the lens to sit
high for maximum coverage and
an unobstructed view, providing
distortion-free and pinpoint
accuracy. The spectrum of five
interchangeable lens tints filter and
shift wavelength to accentuate your
target in all lighting conditions, in
the field and at the range.
Jonas Prip Christensen, Junior
World Champion in compact
shooting, shared what the Wiley X
Detection design and development
process meant to him: “As an
international elite clay shooter,
I’m completely dependent on my
shooting glasses. My glasses must
sit high on the face while having

a perfect and adjustable fit. The
nose piece must be “invisible”, but
still fully adjustable to my needs.
The glasses must be light, while
providing maximum protection,
and the range of lens tints should
be able to cover all the situations I
face – both on the shooting range
and when hunting. Seeing my input
based on my experience on the
range and hunting being shaped in
to great eyewear has been a fantastic
experience.”
EMEA Vice President, Thomas
Wæver, was equally excited, as he
summed up the process: “It has
been a fantastic journey and a great
privilege working with and learning
from the best of the best, including
several World Champions in
Skeet and Compact Sporting and
Olympic medal winners. Our goal
was simple but quite complex––
combining the demands from the
shooting range and those of hunters
to form one great piece of eyewear.
After years of planning and testing,
I’m confident we have a marketleading product and I really look
forward to taking WX Detection to
market.” GTW

YELLOW (VLT 85%)
ENHANCE CONTRAST IN LOW TO
EXTREMELY LOWLIGHT CONDITIONS.

ORANGE (VLT 54%)
SHARPENS CONTRAST AND BRIGHTENS
TARGETS. MEDIUM TO LOWLIGHT
CONDITIONS.

PURPLE (VLT 38%)
PERFECT FOR SHOOTING IN HEAVY
GREEN AREAS. KEEPS YOUR FOCUS ON
THE TARGET.

COPPER (VLT 12%)
SUPERIOR VISUAL DEFINITION IN
BRIGHT SUN. MAKES ORANGE
COLOURED TARGETS STAND OUT.

Wiley X USA
+1 925 583 9241
www.wileyx.com
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